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About This Game

Elena is an atmospheric first person exploration game in which the player discovers the story of a young couple. The player
takes the role of Anna and has to find out what happened to her husband. In cupboards and drawers, she finds items and
documents that reveal the truth. With the help of a mysterious caller she embarks on a search for an explanation for her
husband’s disappearance. Experience Anna’s story, explore her home and draw conclusions to finally discover the secret.

VR-Headset not mandatory to play the game.
You can play Elena on your Desktop PC, with Oculus Rift and HTC Vive.
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Title: Elena
Genre: Adventure
Developer:
Catch A Cat
Publisher:
LabOne48
Release Date: 16 Dec, 2016

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7

Processor: Intel® Core™ i5-750 - Quad-Core with 2.67 Ghz

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: Nvidia GTX 970

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 6 GB available space

English,German
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I like this game but the dark mage guy is op when you have moneys. Nice Game No Offense But Doesnt Worth The Money. If
You Just Want To Spend Money Go For It.  Its a Troll Game  And My Buddy Buyed This As a Gag Gift Its a Fun Game But
Needs More Levels..

Do I Recommend It ?

Eh Kinda If Some People Wont Like It Some People Would Its Up To You... Good game! Been playing it for years, nice to see
it on steam. Only drawback is(was?) lack of manual and sometimes long time between updates.. I was really getting my hopes up
for this DLC, but it is disappointing. Before buying this product blow up the pictures to see how low res the satellite images are.
Also, look closely to the "autogen" of the scenery, buildings are sparse and not accurately placed. Not worth it.. Lots of good
points, though let down by the curious system of tower upgrades - they are not linear, so you can spend a lot of points upgrading
a tower, points which are essentially thrown away when you upgrade down a different path. As a general rule, and one that
evidently doesn't benefit from being broken, TD games should provide linear upgrade paths - no upgrade is wasted, no points
are wasted. As always, Kingdom Rush does it best - the only divergence from the linear approach is when you reach the top of
the tree. As it retains the notion that no points are wasted.

The game would be vastly improved by having, say, 6 different base towers, rather than two twoers that endlessly branch.. Fix
your controls & it might be a good game im geting my doler back god dam. Love it!

Great in VR, wheel works great. Definitely happy. Hoping to get mods from workshop in the future. Looking forward to racing
in it with my friends again.. For the overhype and price this ugly beast turns out to be very wimpy !!! save your money for a
game or better ship .. This belongs on tablet or phone. $9.99 is also a high price to pay for a little Neil Gaiman. Save yourself
the $ and wait for it to go on sale or get released on mobile devices.
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Still no bikes in dealership ?

P.S. Now it's OK.. THIS GAME SUCKS, IM SO HAPPY AT FIRST BUT THEN I NOTICE IT DOESENT WORK SO I
PRETTY MUCH WASTED 1 DOLLER FOR A GAME THAT DOESNT WORK=(
. The gameplay is good and nostalgic from the old 80's or 90's video games, but the reason I don't recommend this game is that
your success is largely tied to whether or not you can accumulate enough Learning Points to get into the higher tiers.
Unfortunately, all it takes is a moment of server lag for you to die and lose most of your progress.

The graphics are very low quality, and while none of us are asking for stellar graphics, if you are going to make a low quality
graphics game, you might as well use a low profile game engine. As it stands, this game uses as much video power as a game
with 4k high definition pixels. The way to combat this, is simply use a lower resolution in your graphics. If you're using only
8-bit colour palettes, why do you have the game client compiled for 32bit or 48bit colour graphics? Just compile it for a low
resolution. What the devs have done here is sell you a Ford Pony with a Rolls Royce engine in it. You've got that big gas
guzzling engine on the inside, but on the outside, people laugh at you for using some old worn out economy class car.. Honestly,
the graphical errors and such are things that I expected when playing an old games. There were many times where strange
overlaps would occur and break the game, so I had to reopen-- even after adjusting the resolution and other display settings as
seen recommended in forums. If you play this, for the love of god, save often.

I should clarify I'm a huge fan of Sherlock Holmes in literature. Some of the games definitely deliver in this category.
My favorite remains Crimes & Punishments, which is both intuitive in control and camera as well as plot development,
but still challenging and intriguing. I've trudged through some of the older games, but this one is probably one of my
least favorite.

Pros:

 Still the pompous Sherlock you'll find in all games. However, this lacks the charm of his absolute lack of self-
preservation that other games will happily highlight for you-- imo, one of his bigger charms.

 Banter between him and the cops is troll as always.

 Overlooking random visual glitches, the cutscenes aren't so bad for a 14 year old game.
Cons:

 Navigation is a headache, a trait of old clickers, unfortunately. A map is provided for some locations,
but there is no indication of your own position in it, and the whirling camera angles make it pretty hard
to deduce on your own.

 There is a lot of being tugged around in many directions, without a lot of evidence that ever begins to
lean somewhere. A lot of useless filler information.

 Some of the puzzles genuinely made me curse aloud. Not because of difficulty, but because of genuine
absurdity. If the overwhelming portion of players for your game admit to relying on a walkthrough, the
issue is with the design, not the player. Puzzles should provide some level of intuitive hint or structure.

 Simple actions are made complicated due to literally no explanation or reason. I spent three minutes
trying to stick something in g*ddamn water because it is not expressed to you that you need to heat the
water first. I would never guess I have to heat water up to put soap in it. WHY, lmao?

 Progression makes no sense and involves a lot of redundant pathing. You can literally be the only person
navigating a location, but after finding one clue, all the sudden like 6 more objects that are very visually
obvious appear, rather than having existing objects gain meaning. What? How does that make sense at
all? Who is walking around dropping things while you sift through papers?

 Minor complaint that visuals will de-sync, and certain voice actors are 3x louder than others.
All-in-all, there's definitely a better detective-style game out there.. Based on the Lite Retail version of
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the Windows 95 Promoware on the YDKJ Vol.1 Disc, I used to beat the Lite Version Time & Again.
Those were good times for me & the best Volume in the YOU DON'T KNOW JACK CD-ROM Trivia
Series.. It's absolutely worth it, if bought in a bundle.. ICY: Frostbite Edition was real enjoyable. A turn-
based survival RPG with a nice, straightforward story that lasts for a couple of hours. The crafting
mechanics are pretty satisfying and so is the fighting mechanics. Plus every game that allows the player
to talk your way through various situation is a good game in my book. The only flaw I could think of is
that at some point the game gets a bit too easy (which is not always a bad thing!).

Thanks for supporting Linux! Recommended!
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